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Abstract: In the name of unveiling the women of the Orient, in an attempt to preach gentleness and humanity to the 
so called coarse, barbaric civilization, and thus, carrying on the shoulder a self-imposed “white men’s 
burden”(Kipling 99), the European colonizers projected their latent desire onto the Orient and in the process, 
ravished, possessed and plundered the whole of it. The colonizers, as men of Occident, generated a fashion for 
Oriental tales portraying the East as a treasure house of magic and occult, astrology and alchemy, hemp and 
opium, harems and snake – charmers, jugglers, public dancers, superstitions supernatural beliefs and bizarre 
incidents that defied imagination. Weaving a fanciful veil of imagination, they fathom out only a blurred and 
distorted yet a mystical monochromatic vision of a much deeper reality. Internalising their cultural codes, even in 
post-colonial times, there is a continuity of this legacy among the brown sahibs of the post-colonial countries, who 
nod dutifully to the motives and the prejudices of the erstwhile colonial masters. My paper attempts to unearth such 
sentiments of the brown-sahibs, as manifested in Azar Nafisi’s Reading Lolita in Tehran, which may be appraised 
as a specimen of Neo-Orientalist literature.   
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Once, a king has brought to his palace a folk of blind men. An elephant too was brought there and the blind 
men were asked by the king to describe the animal. When each of the blind men had touched and felt the elephant, 
the king asked each of them: “Well, blind man, have you seen the elephant? Tell me what sort of thing is an 
Elephant?” (qtd. In Ireland 82). The men claimed the elephant to be either like a pot (the blind man who had 
touched and felt the elephants head), a winnowing basket (ear), a plowshare (tusk), a plow (trunk), a pillar (foot), a 
granary (body), a mortar (back), a pestle (tail) or a brush (tip of the tail). The men naturally couldn’t agree with 
each other’s opinion and were confused with the idea of what it could be. The king found their debate very 
interesting and their confusion added to the king’s delight. The great Buddha1 concludes the story by drawing a 
parallel between the blind men and the scholars and preachers who are blind and ignorant and stick to their own 
opinions and observations: “Just so as their preachers and scholars holding various views blind and unseeing…. In 

                                                           
1 Buddha was an ancient Indian philosopher, spiritual and religious leader who lived during the 5th and the 4th century BCE. He is the founder 
of Buddhism. 
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their ignorance, they are by name quarrelsome, wrangling, and disputations, each maintaining reality is thus and 
thus.” (qtd. Ireland 84)  The Buddha then speaks the following verse- “O how they cling and wrangle, some who 
claim. For preacher and monk the honored name! For qualities, each to his view they cling. Such folk see only one 
side of a thing” (qtd. Ireland 83). This parable from Udana2 by Gautam Buddha can be used as a metaphor for the 
process of the literary representation of the Orient through the monochromatic lens of the West. Reading Lolita in 
Tehran can be justified as one such prototype of literary representation. This text within its content and message, 
can be compared to a preacher like that of the blind folk of Buddha’s parable who see only one side of a thing.  

 Set in post-revolution Iran3, Reading Lolita in Tehran is a memoir of a professor of who meets with seven 
of her female students and started a private literature class weekly to read the classics of Western literature, F.Scott 
Fitzgerald, Vladimir Nabokov, Henry James and Jane Austen a means for bringing about freedom as well as mode 
of inoculating proper values. However, in the process, the huge treasure trove of Persian literature, and mysticism 
that once emerged through the immortal pens of Rumi, Hafiz, Attar, have been completely forgotten or put into 
locations of insignificance. Thus the centrality of the West had been confirmed by the predominance of the Western 
novels, which in turn “is mediated by Western assumptions and Western frameworks” (qtd. in Lau 5) in terms of 
Ashish Nandy. This according to Nandy, leaves Oriental culture no alternative but to use a version of internalized 
West as a reference point. Therefore, in the modern wave of information and knowledge, “the key player naturally 
is the modern West, but it also has a series of translators in the form of persons and institutions whose main job is 
to either interpret the modern West for the benefit of other cultures or interpret other cultures for the benefit of the 
modern West, both under the auspices of the West”(qtd. in Lau 5). The auspices of the West is aptly found in 
Reading Lolita in Tehran too, where Nafisi legitimizes the war conducted by the West:  “To me the city had 
suddenly gained a new pathos, as if, under the attacks and desertions, it had shed its vulgar veil to reveal a decent 
human face”(Nafisi 21). The context of war in this novel reminds us of Oppenheimer’s quote from Bhagwad Gita4 
on the appearance of the land of rising sun, after he dropped the devastating atom bomb on Japan, “If the radiance 
of a thousand suns were to burst at once into the sky, that would be the splendor of the mighty one…”(Banco 59). 
The country, a part of the Orient, was chosen as a site for the conduction of such lethal experiments, a laboratory 
for igniting civil war and strife, which surprisingly, Nafasi, an Oriental person, approves. In Reading Lolita in 
Tehran she validates the Western culture and uploads its superiority by demanding her own Iranian culture. From 
the beginning of her memoir, the American readers are concerned of the fact that they are fundamentally different 
from the Iranians in terms of culture: “We in ancient countries have our past-we obsess over the past. They, the 
Americans, have a dream: they feel nostalgia about the promise of the future” (Nafisi 72). There is a blind fold 
glorification of the American culture as Nafisi’s characters cannot dream anything beyond watching American 
classics or listening to American music or taking education from an American school or anything that is purely 
American.    

 The self-images of the Oriental people are drastically affected by the colonial powers over the past years. 
To counter such stereotypical image construction, there have been many movements which aim at the 
deconstruction of such stereotypes and establishment of actual self identity. However, the self-identity of the post-
colonial countries of the Orient have been so deeply affected by the power of the colonial cultures and their stream 
of thought and classification that often, ripples of this colonial effect stream in the mindset of the Orient itself.  The 
novel projects the heartland of Iran as dark and sinister, a dystopian land, culturally and socially barren, almost 
bearing a subtle resemblance to Naipaul’s India in An Area of Darkness or Arvind Adiga’s The White Tiger, where 
the landscape is gruesome, the Earth barren, the sky dark, the rivers dry and a lifeless habitation devoid of greenery.  
There is an attempt to understand, analyze and portray the country’s vehement and tradition through an “exoticist 
approach” (Sen 141). Reading Lolita in Tehran portrays the uprising of typical Oriental male as a harbinger of 
blasphemy and crime and women as passive and submissive, only serving their men’s erotic interest. The author 

                                                           
2 Udana is a Buddhist scripture and is a part of Pali Canon of Theravada Buddhism.  
3 Post-revolution Iran refers to the Iran after the Islamic Revolution or the 1979 Revolution. Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the leader of this 
revolution came to power replacing Mohammad Reza Pahlavi. Various Islamist and leftist organizations and student movements supported 
the revolution.  
4 Bhagwad Gita, also known as the Gita, is a part of the epic Mahabharata. It is a 700-verse Hindu scripture. 
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creates a virtual reality out of the land, which in terms of Bauldrillard, can be defined as a “gigantic simulator” (qtd. 
in Selden 201). She, like a typical brown sahiba, applies age old Oriental and Eurocentric clichés and stereotypes in 
her narrative painting a surreal picture of Neo-Orientalism on the canvas of the Orient. There are several anecdotes 
in the novel, wherein found are the author’s literary exchanges with her seven female students namely Manna, 
Mashid, Nassrin, Yassi, Azin, Mitra and Sanaz, who are all in their late teens or early twenties. The group meets 
between 1995 and 1997 through the recollection of her experience in Iran. The beginning of the novel deals with 
Nabokov’s Invitation to Beheading, whose chilling atmosphere is found almost synonymous with the dystopic and 
literary barren Iranian Republic. Nobokov’s Lolita is metaphoric of the suppressed Iranian society. Majority of the 
people of this land are found to be shaded with low self esteem and self respect. Ghomi, a girl among the group 
thinks out of envy, that Daisy Miller, the fictional character from Henry James eponymous novel, is evil and she 
deserves death. Many of them are even confused of their own images. The men are portrayed as over-sexed. These 
men are devoid of heart and human feelings and ever indulgent in the physical and psychological abuse of women. 
Such illtreatment of women folk is a common phenomena worldwide and lending voice to these suppressed second 
citizens is very worthy of appraisal. In this context, Reading Lolita in Tehran’s concern over women’s issue is 
unapologetically justified. However such men who are barbaric, deceitful, amoral, lacking humanity seems to be 
the entire caste of male characters that represent the country. Nassrin, Sanaz and Azin cannot even think of their 
father, brother or husband as more than incest and lechers and as if this land of Orient could never have been fertile 
enough to reap out of its soil a decent and civilized male progeny devoid of all evil traits. This attempt of portrayal 
of Iran and Iranian people by Nafisi legitimizes a Westerners imagination of Orient by the confirmation of the 
Orientalist stereotypes. Most people are abusive and dictator like and they restrict women’s independence. Nafisi 
explains this through Azim’s experience:  

“What could she do? She did not believe in politics and did not want to marry, but she was curious about 
love. That day, sitting opposite me, playing with her spoon, she explained why all normal acts of life had 
become small acts of rebellion and political insubordination to her and to other young people like her. All 
her life she was shielded. She was never let out of sight; she never had a private corner in which to think, to 
feel, to dream, to write. She was not allowed to meet any young men on her own. Her family not only 
instructed her on how to behave around men- they seemed to think they could tell her how she should feel 
about them as well. What seems natural to someone like you, she said, is so strange and unfamiliar to me.” 
(Nafisi 22)      

Nafisi, further, pleases the Orientalist gaze; and the western expectation, by stereotyping Sanaz’s character as other, 
as quaint, wild, forbidden yet alluring, which in a nutshell can be termed as exotic. Sanaz’s dance takes place in 
secrecy behind the closed door of the classroom during the lunch time. The professor with his handpicked students 
runs this secret society named after Jane Austen called ‘Dear Jane Society’. In one of the anecdotes of the novel, 
narrates one such classroom performance of the society where the professor is teaching the steps of a Western 
dance, just like the one she found in Pride and Prejudice while teaching, she asked if anyone can do a Persian 
dance performance and at once, everyone’s gaze were directed at the coy and delicate student Sanaz. Sanaz 
eventually begins to metamorphosize her hesitant personality and she comes out with sequence of swirling 
movements or her body exudes some exotic sensuality all over, “overshadowing all her qualities. As we love and 
joke, she becomes more bolder”, the narrator explains, “she starts to move her head from side to side and every part 
of her body asserts herself, vying for attention with other parts. Her body quivers as she takes her small steps and 
dances with her fingers and hands.” All her innocence and delicacy disappears as the narrator continues, “As 
special look appeared on her face. It is daring and beckoning”.  It is designed to attract, to pull in, but at the same 
time it retracts and refracts with feminine power”. However, this power weakens as she stops dancing. At this 
juncture, arises the duality of the Neo-Orientalist narrative. On one hand Nafisi upholds women’s rights and 
questions the oppressions that the women folk of her country faces, thus bringing into light the dire and urgent need 
that is to be paid to the Orient. On the other hand, Nafisi exploitatively and opportunistically reaps profit by 
depicting the Oriental women as passive, submissive under Western eyes and commodifies as well as eroticizes 
them.  She sensualizes her body and the way she walks, making her a public spectacle as she feels the Westerner’s 
imagination and Orientalist gaze. Such an image as sketched by Nafisi can also have a potential impact on the 
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further othering of the women of the third world countries and thus can be a backlash against third world feminism. 
The author confirms the ‘otherness’ of Sanaz in the novel as she asserts different forms of seduction and the kind I 
have witnessed in Persian dancers is so unique, such a mixture of subtlety and brazenness, I cannot find a Western 
equivalent to compare to it.” The following sentence almost reflects the paintings by an eighteenth century 
European artist envisaging myriad mirages of exotic images of Oriental women regardless of their actual identity, 
which had at once struck the chord of a Westerners imagination. “I have seen [ Iranian] women of vastly different 
background”, the narrator continues “takes on the same expression”. The expression, that is “hazy, lazy”, with 
“flirtatious look in their eyes” (Nafisi 173).  Nafisi further asserts this quality which is unsophisticated and resistant 
to education can be turned “sophisticated” through French education which happened with the friend, who, 
however reclines back to that “hazy, lazzy, flirtatious” mode whenever she dances and that there are no words in 
English to describe these qualities. The following lines build the epitome of the typical Oriental expression:  

“I found Sanaz’s look, years later, in the face of my sophisticated French-educated friend Leyly as she 
suddenly began to dance to music that was filled with stretches of Naz and eshveh and kereshmeh, all 
words whose substitutes in English-coquettishness, teasing, flirtatiousness-seem not just poor but 
irrelevant.     

This sort of seduction is elusive; it is sinewy and tactile. It twists, twirls, winds and unwinds. Hands curl 
and uncurl while the waist seems to coil and recoil. It is calculated. It predicts its effect before another little 
step is taken, and then another little step. It is flirtatious in a way Miss Daisy Miller and her likes could 
never dream of being. It is openly seductive but not surrendering. All this is there in Sanaz’s dance. Her 
large black robe and black head scarf-framing her bony face, her large eyes and very slim and fragile body-
oddly enough add to the allure of the movements. With each move she seems to free herself from her layers 
of black cloth. The robe becomes diaphanous; its texture adds to the mystery of her dance.” (Nafisi 173) 

The exoticist approach towards the Orient continues from its early history starting from Mandeville’s 
Travels and continued through Aphra Behn’s description of the Oriental characters in Oroonoko and the important 
figures of the romantic movement of the West who viewed the Orient through the fanciful veil of their imagination. 
As these writers projected their imagination onto the Orient and expressed them through their travel accounts, the 
European colonizers too projected their latent desire onto the Orient and in the process ravished, possessed and 
plundered whole of it. So, can Nafisi be called a brown memsahib? Is it not praiseworthy to depict and illustrate the 
third world nations’ exotic, sinister landscapes with its barbaric and unimaginative masses? Should one not 
question the serious issues by bringing to light the dire and urgent need that is to be paid to the Orient? However, 
when the commodification of these issues through these texts like that of Reading Lolita in Tehran, surpass the 
urgencies of those that are to discussed, and there is an exploitative and opportunistic collection of profits from the 
marginalized’s sufferings and hardships, keeping aside the pleasant facts and figures of the land, a debate certainly 
arises, which is the matter of my topical concern. To conclude, they weave a fanciful veil of imagination tinted with 
an Orientalist hue through which the men of the Occident fathom out only a blurred and distorted yet a fascinating 
and mystical monochromatic vision of a much deeper reality. The sentiments of Brown sahib are manifested in 
Azar Nafisi’s Reading Lolita in Tehran and thus this text can be appraised as a specimen of Neo-Orientalist 
literature. This text also establishes new borders and as a result many existing boundaries lose their meaning. There 
are many voices, wisdom, tenderness, beauty and humor in a culture behind the world that were turned insignificant 
Reading Lolita in Tehran conforms to the negative and prejudiced stereotypes of her homeland from the other side 
of the world and creates a distorted image that appears sub human. If a tapestry is marked with holes or a tile is 
missing from a mosaic, the entire picture loses its beauty, its shape gets distorted. Similarly if certain truths are 
missing from a narrative the entire story gets distorted. In Reading Lolita in Tehran, though there are certain truths 
that cannot be denied, there are many lacunas too which adds one sidedness to the narrative. Such one sided stories 
are being consumed by the blind and prejudiced readers just like the blind folk of Buddha’s parable who see only 
“one side of a thing”.  
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